Dissection Camps!

Discover the amazing intricacy of God's creatures at Dissection Camp! Students will have the opportunity to learn the proper dissecting methods on a variety of animals. Dissection is a wonderful way to get hands-on, high-school level biology. John will give step-by-step guidance and the student will learn by sketching what they see.

Take Dissection Camp to fulfill lab science requirements for high school!

October 7 & 21: Dissection I
(worm, crayfish, grasshopper, clam)

October 14 & 28: Dissection II
(starfish, fish, frog and a cow’s eye)

Ages 13-18
Time: 10:00 am to 3:00 pm.
Lunch will be provided.

WOW! Only $48 for the whole day!!!

email: jpnuckols@usfamily.net
To reserve your spot today!